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Post Code HARES
5th April 2021
2199 Crossways, Bolney
RH17 5RN Keeps It Up & Wildbush
Directions: Take A23 North 11 miles to A272. At first roundabout turn left. Left at T-junction with A272 and back under A23.
Crossways is the left after the joining lane and before the Ansty turn. Park as far up as possible. BYO everything. Est 15mins.
12th April 2021
2200 Waterhall car park, Patcham
BN1 8YR Ride-It, Baby; Fukarwe; Anybody
Directions: Take Mill Road turn, under bridge turn right. Turn left and park on right after a few hundred yards. Estimate 5 mins
19th April 2021
2201 Findon Valley car park
BN14 0HT NickO
Directions: A27 West across Worthing and right on A24. After 1.3m right onto Maytree Ave (signed Cissbury Ring CP), 1st left
onto Storrington Rise. Est 20 mins.
26th April 2021
2202 Loud Shirts Brewery, Whitehawk
BN2 5RU Cyst Pit
Directions: A27 east 3.5 miles to Falmer. 2.1 miles south to Woodingdean, right onto Warren Rd, after 1.2 miles left onto Wilson
Avenue for 1.2 miles to traffic lights. Turn right, then first left and first right for brewery yard. Est 15 mins.
Pre-book runs on the spreadsheet located via the website at: http://www.brightonhash.co.uk/wordpress/bh7-covid19-hashing/ scroll
to: Click here to book. Please read the guidelines for completing the spreadsheet carefully as well as any run-specific information.
Select your hash handle from the drop down list or write it in. If your name is highlighted in amber, please provide your contact
details to the Covid officer. We all need to confirm we have self assessed for Covid-19 symptoms and that we have not been asked to
self-isolate for any reason. Please indicate on the sheet that you have completed this task.
ononononononononononononononononon

Receding Hareline:
--->>HARES NOW NEEDED FOR MAY & On on!<<--03/05/21 Henfield – Prince Molly
10/05/21 Highlands, Uckfield - Trouble
17/05/21 Downland Avenue, Southwick
Angel & Bouncer - Come Again’s big birthday and
hare’s wedding anniversary. Max 30 at après.
24/05/21 Firle Beacon car park – Rebel
31/05/21 Chailey – CRAP H3 Sticky Balls, Needy &c.
ononononononononononononononononon

Also available are solo hashes (download the
Echoes app from https://explore.echoes.xyz/ on
your smartphone) you can undertake at any time.
For more information, instructions and a full list of
available locations go to:
http://www.brightonhash.co.uk/wordpress/sashing/
ononononononononononononononononon
Thought for the day: I just had the covid vaccine
but the doc put it in my leg, Pfizer killing me now!

BH7 HASH EVENTS DIARY & NOTICES
DIARY DATES – see full list of events being attended by Brighton hashers on website under Away Hashes:
06-08/08/2021 Barnes H3 Summer Ball – The Castle of Brecon hotel, Brecon – for booking: http://www.barnesh3.com
19-22/08 2021 Eurohash Prague – Waiting list: https://eurohashprague.com/registration
29/4 to 1/5/2022 Trinidad, Interhash - https://www.interhashtrinidad2020.com/
25-28/8/2023 UK Nash Hash Beverley, Yorkshire – registration details in due course..
onononononononononononononononononononon
Hello, all you hashers who know Bob ‘Airman’ Luck,
Luck
Hash mismanagement, the latest who’s who:
Chris has been keeping me up to date on Bob's progress with his
Phil ‘Chopper’ Mutton
various bouts of ill-health.
health. Over the last few weeks, his health has Joint GM’s
Pete
‘Local
Knowledge’
deteriorated, so he was previously
sly admitted to hospital for a few days,
Eastwood
but didn't like it a lot, so came back home. Then, about a week ago, he
Don ‘On-Don’ Elwick
got even worse, and Chris has been getting very little sleep, having so On-Sec
much caring to do, day and night. In the end, Bo agreed to go back to Webfart/ Zoom Brent ‘Keeps It Up’ Crowle
hospital,
ospital, as Chris was on her knees and Bob was feeling very rough.
Hare Raiser
Ivan ‘Fukarwe’ Lyons
Yesterday I had a long chat with Chris, who was beginning to recover Beer Monster
Kit ‘Knightrider’ Dawson
her strength by getting some sleep at last. Apparently Bob has been no RA’s
John ‘Bouncer’ Biggins
better, and is missing her a lot, but cannot understand
unde
why she can't be
Tim ‘Lily the Pink’ Jones
there in hospital with him. The hospital also lost Bob's mobile so he
Hash
Cash
Julia ‘JJ’ Madigan
couldn't phone Chris - they arranged to use a hospital phone for making
Hash
Sash
Dave ‘Dangleberry’ King
contact. She eventually persuaded the staff to let her visit Bob, and he
Hash
Trash
John ‘Bouncer’ Biggins
did recognise her,, but is not fully aware of what is happening.
Kayleen ‘Wildbush’ Holland
He has made arrangements about what sort of funeral he wants, but Haberhash
that day has not yet come. Chris wanted you hashers to know how Hash Horn
Matt ‘Rebel WHK’ Spencer
things are, so this is the latest so far.
Hash relay
Pete ‘Prof’ Thomas
Not a good situation for someone who was a world-class Triathlete, Hashtorian
David ’Spreadsheet’ Evans
and who has a wonderful partner in Chris who cares so much for him. Christmas Hash Pat ‘Ride-It, Baby’ Morfitt
Don.
Hash awards
Tim ‘Lily the Pink’ Jones
Thanks for the update Don, I’m sure I reflect the whole hash in saying
Ivan ‘Fukarwe’ Lyons
that all our prayers are very much with Bob and, of course, Chris. Ed.
onononononononononononononononononononon
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ANOTHER SERIOUS MESSAGE:
As we are now returning to Hashing, I thought it best to raise the subject of
collecting money. Over the past year, under current format of Hashing it has
proved harder and harder to see everyone to collect their well earned £1, and
understandably so with the government guidelines, social distancing and
person selecting to run & go.
Going forward I personally think that we should go to a yearly subscription paid
into the Hash Bank A/C. I know what you’re all thinking, you'll miss my
fatigued athletic presence pestering you for Hash Cash whilst supping on your
pint or enjoying your meal.
Now comes the hard bit, how
much? In the words of our
Government, the data would
indicate a yearly subs, in the
region of £35 would be
sufficient. But this of course
is dependent on the number of people who take this up. For
F those
of you consider this to be excessive for the amount of runs that they
do in a year, I will be more than happy to continue collecting your
£1 from you in person. All I ask is that it is a single £1 coin.
One last thing before signing off, for those of you, who I’ve been
unable to collect from in recent months and are looking to settle up,
please talk to me so that I can advise you how much is owed. In
fairness to those who have already paid, these outstanding amounts
will have to be settled up. My apologies
pologies if this has come across
rather blunt.
Please feel free to comment any of the above.
On On
Knightrider
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Three Italian nuns die and go to heaven, where St. Peter meets them at the Pearly Gates. He says, "Ladies, you all led such
wonderful lives, that I'm granting you six months to go back to Earth and be anyone you want."
The first nun says, "I want to be Kate Middleton" and she's gone.
The second says, "I want to be Rihanna" and she's gone.
The third says, "I want to be Sara Pipalini." St. Peter looks perplexed. "Who?" he says.
"Sara Pipalini" replies the nun. St. Peter shakes his head and says, "I'm sorry but that name just doesn't ring a bell." The nun
then takes a newspaper out of her habit and hands it to St. Peter. He reads the paper and starts laughing. He hands it back to
her and says "No Sister, this says 'Sahara Pipeline laid by 500 men in 7 days'!

Two nuns are sitting in a car waiting for the traffic lights to change when suddenly a vampire appears in front of them. "Oh sister,
what shall we do?" stammers the younger nun.
"Do not worry,” came the reply, “Show him your cross."
The younger nun winds down the windscreen and yells, "Fuck off, you little twat!


REHASHING the ZOOM
Zoom #36 Ides of St. Patrick – You know it’s going to be a fun evening when the first thing you
see is Where’s My Broccoli’s muff, all covered in shamrocks as it was, fitting in nicely with her
usual northern lights background, justified this week for the lovely green shades exhibited. I
missed the bit about Pinocchio but he reappeared later in the Wildbush funnies so it must have
been significant! It was good to see Trouble briefly, and catch up on life in an office where the
law says she has to wear a mask even though she’s the only one in the room! Work took her
away too soon but not before we discussed her Table Mountain backdrop, concluding it was
her native South Africa rather than the very similar one in Banff; and rules on the hash relaunch. There was some confusion over travel but she confirmed the stay-at-home order ends
th,
on 29 although overseas travel restrictions remain in place. Also just popping in to say hi
were regulars Bushsquatter and Cliffbanger remotely
from Felixstowe, but that’s allowed as they’d been to
a funeral, though they had remembered their green
and looked the part. Apologies were received from
Dangleberry (sprained grimace) and Ride-It, Baby (probably fear that she’d have to MC!). We
had a quick show and tell as I brandished the hash beer trug complete with tankard hook
and bottle opener Molly gave me for my birthday, Angel showed the photo cushion she’d
got me, and Roaming Pussy her Kilbeggan Irish whiskey procured from the brewery and
proving the adage from the Wildbush funnies later, “Hangovers are temporary, drunk
stories are forever”. St. Patricks quiz had been nicked off t’internet with fiendish answer
options added by myself, and showed how little any of us really know about the Emerald Isle
despite four questions with 100% correct. The leaderboard changed frequently until Keeps It
Up emerged victorious over Gromit and Wildbush, although Angel was very glad that Nose
Job had joined us just in time to crash spectacularly to the wooden spoon! Advance
instructions had suggested bringing a potato and the challenge was set to be as creative as
possible with it à la Mr Potato Head, which meant a few empty screens as I attempted to
sing the Essex All Saints H3 St Paddy's Day ditty (to the tune of Wild Rover):
I've been a Hash Harrier for many a year, I follow the trail in pursuit of good beer.
When I'm out with the pack then I haven't a care, If we're back in an hour then I'll drink to the hare.
And it’s down down to sinners, Or onto your head; If you can't, you're a w*nker, You should stay home instead.
RiB had suggested Irish karaoke after the success of the last couple of weeks, so it made sense to kick off with Wild Rover, especially
as Prince Crashpain (sic!) was getting going on the painful Irish jokes: I'm selling my pet Python on eBay. A bloke just rang up and
asked if it was big. I said, "It's massive." He said, “How many feet?" I said, “None, it's an effing Snake!"
After the funnier funnies, the original of the Father Ted theme by Divine Comedy was cued
up, a pleasant enough tune called ‘Songs of Love’ but what weird lyrics! It turns out I’ve
been mispronouncing Guacamole, as in Whack-a-mole, instead of Holy Guacamoly as learnt
by everyone but me from Batman! An innocuous start to the spud judging had KIU
presenting nothing more than a sweet potato, but Gromit’s hedgehog with pencils was
better, although unlikely to trouble the Apprentice as a business idea! WMB had simply
drawn a face that appeared to be Rolf Harris on hers, a million miles from the amusement
intended for children by Hasbro, but things very much picked up with PC’s Paddy penguin
giving birth to the potato, followed by a quick correction when it was pointed out that
seahorses are the only males to do that, as cock penguins do actually keep the eggs warm.
We had high hopes for RP, craft-mistress extraordinaire, and were not disappointed with
her effort which must have had everything within reach jammed into it to create, allegedly,
a likeness of Bouncer but it was a bit rude with a big cork cock and moulded spud nuts
(actual size). NJ had taken inspiration from the quiz using Duracell batteries to create Biggus
Dickus, but it was full circle back to Wildbush, again presenting nothing but a regular potato
as, “We want to eat it!” With a final three of PC, RP and NJ, RP was voted the winner and gets to keep her spud! And so the evening
continued with more karaoke Irish numbers – a very slow Danny Boy, a frantic Pogues Fiesta, and a completely OTT Metallica version
of Whiskey in the Jar, the downside of having to find lyric versions to share from YouTube! A final confession time produced enough
great stories to fill a trash on their own as we shared our ‘never again’ drink moments with Ouzo; Vodka; Stroh Rum; Tequila; Bacardi;
Gin and Southern Comfort all proving to be someone’s nemesis (names withheld to protect the guilty!). Another great Zoom hash!

St. Patricks Day Irish quiz
1. On what date is Saint Patrick's Day? a) 1st March; b) 17 March; c)
23rd April; d) 30th November.
2. St. Patrick was born in Roman Britain, but why did he go to Ireland
when he was 16? a) Captured by Irish pirates and made a slave; b)
The lure of the Guinness and potatoes; c) Conscription into the Roman
Army; d) To find a wife.
3. Which traditional Irish dish is made of mashed potatoes with kale or
cabbage? a) Cawl; b) Colcannon; c) Powsowdie; d) Borscht.
4. Can you name the highest peak on the island of Ireland? a) Mount
Brandon; b) Sca Fell; c) Carrauntoohil; d) Beenkeragh.
5. In Irish mythology, which warrior accidentally gained all the
knowledge in the world by eating a magical salmon from the River
Boyne? a) Caílte mac Rónáin; b) Finn MacCool (or Fionn Mac Cumhail);
c) Nac Mac Feegle; d) Coinleach Glas an Fhómhair.
6. Can you name the first female President of Ireland? a) Michelle O'Neill;
b) Queen Maeve of Connacht; c) Grace O’Malley; d) Mary Robinson.
7. In legend, what attacked Saint Patrick during a 40-day fast he was
undertaking on top of a hill? a) Leprechauns; b) Wolves; c) Snakes; d) A plague of Ladybirds.
8. Which American city's river is famously dyed green in a fifty-year-old St. Patrick's Day tradition?
a) Chicago; b) Philadelphia; c) Warwick, Rhode Island; d) Boston.
9. Which surname, meaning 'sea battler', is the most common
in Ireland? a) Murphy; b) Byrne; c) Kelly; d) O’Sullivan.
10. What did Saint Patrick use to teach the Irish people about
the doctrine of the Holy Trinity? a) Fleur de Lis; b) Rosary; c) The
shamrock; d) Crucifix.
11. Which island is known as the Emerald Isle of the Caribbean and
celebrates St. Patrick's Day as a public holiday? (Hint: the southern
part of the island is now uninhabitable after a 1995 volcano eruption)
a) Saint Vincent; b) Montserrat; c) Isla Margarita d) Virgin Gorda.
12. What is the main ingredient of the Irish pancake Boxty? a) Egg; b) Flour; c) Yoghurt; d) Potato
13. What's the familiar logo of Guinness? a) St. James’ Gate; b)
Toucan; c) Shamrock hats; d) A harp.
14. Which river flows through the centre of Dublin? a) Annar; b)
Shannon; c) Liffey; d) Suck.
15. If a human catches a leprechaun, what must that leprechaun
give to the human to be released? a) Three wishes; b) A spouse;
c) A cask of Poitín; d) A riddle, with untold riches if solved
16. What's the name of the 40,000 interlocking basalt columns on
the north coast of Northern Ireland? a) Fingals Cave; b) Hexagon
Pool; c) The Giant's Causeway; d) Cape Stolbchaty.
17. Which animal is the trademark of Waterford Crystal? a) Irish
Hare; b) Badger; c) Seahorse; d) Wolfhound.
18. Which castle, near Cork, would you find the Stone of Eloquence?
a) Blackrock Castle; b) Blarney Castle; c) Cork Castle; d) Trim Castle.
19. What is the meaning of the term Ides? a) The Ides are part of the Roman dating system and occur
every month; b) A deadline for settling debts; c) The date of a sheep sacrifice to Jupiter; d) The
termination of a Caesars term in office.
20. Who wrote the play popularising the story of the death of
Julius Caesar? a) Livius Andronicus; b) Plutarch; c)
Christopher Marlowe; d) William Shakespeare.
21. In what year was Julius Caesar assassinated? a) 44BC;
b) 34BC; c) 54BC; d) 24BC.
22. Which of the following were not involved in Julius Caesars
death? a) Marcus Brutus; b) Biggus Dickus; c) Gaius Cassius;
d) Decimus Brutus.
onononononononononononononononononononon

Thank you for this one Prince Crashpian:
“What’s the quickest way to get to Cork”, he asked the Irish farmer.
“Are you walking or driving?” the farmer said.
“Driving.” was his reply.
“Yes, that would be quickest!”

More pictures from the St. Patricks Day Irish quiz:

How can you tell an Irishman is having a good time? He’s Dublin over with laughter!

Why did St. Patrick drive all the snakes out of Ireland? Because he could not afford their plane fare.

REZOOMING the HASH
Zoom #37 Gromit’s Coda – “Spring is sprung, the grass is ris, I wonder where the lambies is?” No need to ask Bushsquatter and
Cliffbanger, or Angel, who have all seen the little critters frolicking in the fields, but, despite living in the most rural of locations,
Dangleberry hadn’t noticed them. Well he’s obviously been distracted, judging by his creation below to sort out the second, and
frequently dominant topic of conservation – the vaccine. I announced that the doctor had put it in my leg and now my Pfizer hurting
to a collective groan, but it does seem that most of us have now had at least one dose, which hopefully all bodes well for our return
to hashing. The suggestion to drag out your best hash t-shirts seemed to have fallen on mostly deaf ears judging by the show and tell,
or maybe it was the distraction of the covert calendar which starts with a
cute kitten with daffodils, but reveals a lot more on a quick pull of the tab!
We sang a disharmonic happy birthday to Ride-It, Baby as she showed us
what’s left of the cake her colleagues had bought her, before a fumble for
pen and paper as Gromit announced his old school quiz, negating the need
for the usual fumble to log into MyQuiz! Gromit usually likes to educate and
so the four rounds included useful questions on Sussex and Wild Places,
with occasional interjections from non-player Wilds Thing, who couldn’t
grasp the pen and paper aspect, but the hares constant mixing up of
Dangleberry and Cliffbanger had Roaming calling for a renaming for Colin to
Cliffdangler! Only if the other becomes Berrybanger I suspect. Anyway, did I
mention that I won, because I won, I did. I’d have even had one more point
nd
rd
if Angel and I had merged as the 2 place Cliffsquatter and 3 place Keeps it
Wild teams had. But the upshot of that is haring next week, so karma has
been done, despite the joking about Gromit sending the quiz over
beforehand in exchange for beer; what kind of hasher would do such a
thing? The dawning of a new decade in our personal timeline is always a
time for reflection over times gone by, even if it does bore the arse of
everyone else so, after a showing of Molly’s beer trug to those who missed
it before, and the excellent funnies, I dragged out my collection of hash
patches for a show and tell. I’m sure that must be the reason that many
decided to exit somewhat earlier than usual, but I was too nostalgic to care
so can only apologise in hindsight. Thinking that our international travellers might shed light on one patch showing a turtle with a
beer but no chapter name I waggled it at the screen to have Angel sat next to me point out that it was an early BH7 patch that Airman
gave us, doh! Amongst others were the Canberra Harriettes, which we got as part of a t-shirt swap many years ago. Angel wore the
shirt with pride for years until she took in the slogan on the reverse, “the wiggle of her bum would make a dead man cum”! Wildbush
knew all about the Tarts and Vicars Brothel run and I enjoyed retelling the story about the Americans on the W&NK H3 trail (lots of
BH7 involvement!) who thought it was a naked r*n so set off starkers before realising. Another good one was the cider trail on inn
after the lunchtime sip on the Teign Valley H3 2006 Glam Rock party, where current UK On-Sec Dishy Goolies bought the leftover
barrel and a group including myself and Cyst Pit had numerous spontaneous down downs on the way back to camp. Alcohol
memories are never the most accurate but I do remember Dishy sending the barrel rolling down the hill at one point. A fence
stopped it going in the road but Hoggy decided we should test the contents in the middle of the road! A tale of inadvertence led me
another, waffling on about Noddy Holder buying me a beer when he nipped out for a quick pint during the BRITS in the mid 1980’s.
And so it went, and so did everybody but a hardcore few left to talk about future real hashing with Easter Monday next up, followed
th
by pub re-openings and the possible need to get in quick on the 12 . Another great Zoom was brought to a close with some Russian
meanderings as Wildbush went into detail on the problems of obtaining visas, and their trips there. On on!

onononononononononononononononononononon
International casual racism day - Knock-knock! Who’s there? Irish. Irish who? Irish you a happy St. Patrick’s Day!

Paddy is doing some roofing for Murphy. He nears the top of the ladder and starts shaking and going dizzy so calls down to
Murphy and says, “I tink I will have to go home. I’ve gone all giddy and I feel sick.”
Murphy asks, “Ave yer got vertigo there Paddy?” Paddy replies, “No, I only live around the corner.”

Paddy gets arrested for beating his wife. The judge asks, “Why do you keep beating her?”
Paddy replies, “I think it’s my weight advantage, longer reach and superior footwork.”





Paddy goes fishing. He used liquorice for bait. I said "what did you catch?" "All sorts!" He replied...
I saw an Irish dancing show today, called Streamdance. It's not as good as Riverdance, but then it is just a tributary act.
Why should you never iron a four-leaf clover? You don’t want to press your luck.
2 irish gays ... Gerald Fitzpatrick and Patrick Fitzgerald!

SPRINGING INTO EASTER…

On a more

sineaster note…

GROMITs QUIZ
SUSSEX ROUND
1. Which village gave its name to a fraudulent set of bones believed to
be an early form of man?
2. Rudyard Kipling lived in Sussex, name his home.
3. Which Roman Road linked Chichester to London? Bonus point if you
know the Roman name for Chichester?
4. Which location, at the foot of the Downs, is associated with The
Bloomsbury Set?
5. Where was it that King Canute sat on his throne and commanded
the waves to cease lapping his feet?
6. Which “A” road in Sussex, notorious for its lack of any dual
carriageway, or even long straight sections, gave rise to a book written
by a Dutchman, called “An Ode to a Road”?
7. There are a number of ancient hillforts on the South Downs, name
two.
8. Sadly, only two of these Sussex pubs still exist, which: Horns Lodge
(Chailey), Bald Faced Stag (Ashurst), The Winning Post (Plumpton), Half
Moon (Plumpton), The Rifleman (Warninglid), Royal Oak (Poynings).
For a bonus, one that still exists had a temporary name change during lockdown, what was it?
9. There are two windmills on the Downs overlooking Clayton, name the one which is in working order.
10. Which king was associated with the construction of the Royal Pavilion, Brighton? For a bonus, who was the
architect?
WILD PLACES ROUND
1. The national parks in England were created following an increasing demand for public access, particularly in
the Peak District where there took place the Kinder Mass Trespass, but in which year was it?
2. Name the mountain in the centre of Wales, inland from Aberystwyth, which is often overlooked as it is NOT
in a national park?
3. The Yorkshire Three Peaks is a grand day hike of about 42 km over three mountains. Which of the following
FOUR mountains is NOT on the route: Ingleborough, Great Whernside, Pen-y-Ghent, Whernside.
4. Twmpa, in the Brecon Beacons (eastern end), has an alternative name based on aristocratic bodily parts.
What is it?
5. Scafel Pike, in the Lake District, is England’s highest mountain at 3209 ft (978 metres). How many of
Scotland’s 282 Munros (mountains over 3,000 ft or 914 metres) are higher than Scafell Pike: 73, 121, 174.
6. Scotland has 9 mountains higher than 4,000 ft. Ben Nevis is the highest, name one other.
7. Which of these Lake District mountains is a spoof: Great Cockup, Watson’s Dodd, Seat Sandal, Little Cockup
8. The Two Moors Way is a multi-day hike, which are the two moors the name refers to?
9. An experiment to measure the mass of the earth was conducted in 1774 by the astronomer royal, Nevil
Maskelyne, using a mountain to deflect a pendulum. As part of the experiment, the mathematician Charles
Hutton had to map the mountain, and in so doing he invented contours. Name the mountain, here’s a choice of
three: Ben Nevis, CisteDubh, Schiehallion.
10. How many national parks are there in Wales? For a bonus, name them.
FOOD AND DRINK ROUND
1. What is the main flavour of aioli?
2. What gives Windsor Red cheese its colour and flavour?
3. What ingredient is included in food in a Florentine style?
4. What is added to cheddar cheese to make Ilchester cheese?
5. What is laver?
6. What type of fish are Arbroath smokies?
7. Which fatty acid is found in many fish and considered to be of a
major health benefit
8. Which country has the highest usage per person of olive oil
9. Which luxury food shop has been in Piccadilly, London since 1707?
10. What is the main ingredient of Tarka Dahl?
GENERAL KNOWLEDGE ROUND
1. Which country has the longest coastline in the world?
2. How was New York known before 1664?
3. “You’re going to need a bigger boat” is a quote from which film?
4. Who cracked the enigma code in WW2?
5. What spirit was Van Gogh said to have been addicted to, and led
him to cut off his ear?
6. Who invented the word “vomit”?
7. In 1905, who first danced The Dying Swan?
8. In English, the name of this major south-east Asian city, which sits on the confluence of the Klang and
Gombak rivers means “muddy confluence”.
9. Elton John was born with what name?
10. The main characters of this show lived in “Nelson Mandela House”

EVERMEME…
BREAKING NEWS: Millions of dads worldwide have broken covid19 restrictions to travel to Egypt in order to stand on the
banks of the Suez canal giving their advice on directing MV Ever Given out of its jam

Everyone saying that it was better when the Ever Given was still in the canal is just jealous that she’s the only one that
was able to get out of the rut she was stuck in this year

REHASHING…
Beeding Hill, Shoreham – With the imminence of a return to the pod hashing, a
request for hares fell on deaf ears, so yours truly decided to grab the return run and
milk the birthday a bit longer. This car park, last used when ET decided to delay his
arrival into the world such that the word went round that he’d been born on the
hash*, is suitably remote that the grumbling classes emerging blinking into daylight
wouldn’t be too shocked by a gathering of the clans for the après. Although
somewhat blowy when setting, Monday came along bright, sunny and pleasantly
warm so the gathering point, and indeed the hash itself, afforded magnificent views
of the Downs and Weald, both of which the hash were to be given a closer look at!
Despite the remoteness of the location, and an accident on the A27 snarling the
traffic, the first pods gathered and set off albeit leaving Spurtacus and Local
Knowledge to catch up but with the late addition of Brian and Butch on the walking
pod. Taking the least likely of the 5 ways, Angel led Jaws and relatively novice runner Sangria off down the hill while the
walkers immediately took a short cut which saved the down and up
as we stayed with the contour to reach the third check just a short
way behind. B&B left us at the next check above Golding Barn, which
was timely as we could see a figure making haste to catch us up,
which Swallow hoped would be Spurtacus but turned out to be Pete
who’d come full trail to catch us. The route continued round
Tottington Mount before dropping down Killer Hill to Tottington
Manor where runners then headed off into the woods, while the
walkers trail short cut along the road to
take the track opposite Truleigh Manor
Farm up to the aerials. Local
Knowledge’s earlier efforts took their toll on the climb up and he sent us ahead even as
the runners caught us up again, after apparently getting a bit of a ticking off at the farm
which turned out to be a private track. As we neared the top, the second running pod
could be seen just starting their climb, and we were finally caught by Keeps It Up, and the
long lost Spurtacus as we followed the road on in from the YHA. The rest of KIU’s pod
eventually appeared having been abandoned by the former and gone wrong at a check
while the hash horn, being blown by Rebel on the final pod, could already be heard as they
headed out as we headed in to find the beer and cake table all set up ready. A late arriving
St. Bernard missed the final pod but stayed for the beer and a very pleasant evening
ensued as the pods returned, despite the rapid fall in temperature once the stunning
sunset was over. Angel called circle to award me a 60th birthday down down, and I in turn awarded Ride-It Baby an
agricultural rum (jokes about the ABV of that versus hand sanitizer being inevitable) for her birthday which had also just
gone. There were more tales of grief from the farmer, but all was overshadowed by the lovers who turned up in separate
cars, found us lot there and promptly drove off down the footpath to the bemusement of all! Another great hash!
*I’d decided to have a head-wetting hash but his tardiness in arriving two weeks late meant that Angel went into hospital
between trail being set and the off. I then had to deliver the chalk talk before returning to the hospital for his arrival,
which was around 9.20pm, so called the Red Lion to let them know – “it’s a boy!”

BOUNCER: I’m going to have to ask you to leave.
ME: Why?
BOUNCER: I don’t know who you are and it’s my trampoline…

Vacillating on vaccinating!
Hi Bouncer - I’ve had an idea, and wondered whether the Boggy Shoe might be the place to air it?
Basically, the idea is to bulk vaccinate people, by using a modified lawn aerator. Everyone pulls down their pants, and lies flat
down like sardines, and the aerator is rolled over them.
It would look a bit like this:
The smaller roller at the front could hold reels of ‘been done’ stickers, with the machine
automatically applying a sticker to the buttock. People would just have to drop their
pants briefly when entering airports, shops, bars etc, for a check. My friend chimed in
with the suggestion that there could be a choice of sticker, depending on what
statement a person wants to make. Like: BUGGER OFF, WHO’S ASKING? Or JUST A LITTLE
PRICK. Or JABBED BUT STILL DON’T WANT YOU NEAR.

On On,
Dangleberry

onononononononononononononononononononon
IMPORTANT VACCINE ANNOUNCEMENT - This happened yesterday and is an important lesson for our age group. A friend had
his 2nd dose of the vaccine at the vaccination centre. Afterwards he began to have blurred vision on the way home. When he
got home, he called the vaccination centre for advice and to ask if he should go see a doctor or be hospitalized. He was told
NOT to go to a doctor or a hospital, but just return to the vaccination centre and pick up his glasses.

Those who think that the Covid Vaccine will modify their DNA should see it as an opportunity!

Winebush’s funnies:
OFFICER: What’s in the bottle? ME: Just some water. OFFICER: Um, that’s wine. ME: OMG Jesus did it again!

THE ANSWER MAY NOT LIE AT THE BOTTOM OF A WINE BOTTLE, BUT YOU SHOULD AT LEAST CHECK.

HANGOVERS ARE TEMPORARY. DRUNK STORIES ARE FOREVER.

NOVINOPHOBIA: The fear of running out of wine

IN OTHER NEWS:
Lockdown restrictions easing as we hit phase 2 of the roadmap out:
OUTSIDE DRINKING LAWS FROM APRIL 12TH
YOU CAN GO INSIDE THE PUB TO GET OUTSIDE THEN SIT INSIDE A
COVERED AREA AS LONG AS IT IS OUTSIDE
YOU CAN GO INSIDE TO THE TOILET BUT CANT GO TO THE TOILET
OUTSIDE
YOU CAN GO INSIDE TO PAY BUT MUST STAY OUTSIDE TO DRINK
IF IT RAINS YOU CAN SIT INSIDE THE COVERED AREA BUT ONLY IF IT
IS OUTSIDE
IF YOU DECIDE TO GO HOME YOU GO INSIDE THE PUB TO GET
OUTSIDE TO WALK HOME TO BE INSIDE AGAIN
YOU CAN WALK PAST THE BAR TO GO TO THE TOILET INSIDE BUT
MUST NOT
CARRY A PINT BACK OUTSIDE THIS IS ONLY SAFE IF DONE BY THE
BAR STAFF
ONLY BAR STAFF CAN TAKE A DRINK OUTSIDE TO YOU WHILE YOU
ARE INSIDE THE OUTSIDE COVERED AREA
YOU CAN SIT ON THE FLOOR OUTSIDE AT THE PARK OR THE BEACH
AND GET COFFEE OR FOOD FROM A STAND OUTSIDE HOWEVER YOU
MUST SIT AND BE SERVED AT A TABLE IF YOU ARE INSIDE A PUB
AREA EVEN IF IT IS OUTSIDE
YOU CAN SIT WITH 6 PEOPLE UNLESS YOU HAVE A BIG FAMILY THEN
YOU CAN SIT WITH AS MANY AS YOU LIKE
A MEAL NO LONGER PROTECTS YOU WHILE DRINKING AND THE
VIRUS NO LONGER COMES OUT AFTER 10PM BUT ONLY IF YOU ARE
OUTSIDE
WE HOPE THIS MAKES IT CLEAR WE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU

Suez canal closed again after discarded Jacob’s cracker dries up the entire thing.
Please, no more Suez Canal jokes, that ship's already sailed!

A month of protests, some questionable, but just how much was media spin to sell, sell, sell…

I’m sorry Daddy, I’ve been a bad boy – Bouncer goes to hell:
[Yeah right! That ship sailed a long time ago.]

Old Glory
A priest was driving along and saw a nun on the side of
the road so he stopped and offered her a lift, which
she accepted. She got in and crossed her legs, forcing
the habit to open and reveal a leg. The priest looks
and nearly causes an accident, and after changing gear
lets his hand slide up her leg. She immediately says
"Father remember Psalm 129" The priest apologises
profusely and removes his hand but is unable to
remove his eyes from her leg. Further on when he
changes gear and has ogled at her leg for the zillionth
time he lets the hand slide up the leg again. The Nun
once again says "Father remember Psalm 129" Once
again the priest apologises "Sorry sister but you know
the flesh is weak" Arriving at the convent the nun gets
out and the priest goes on his way. Once he arrives at
his church he rushes to the bible and looks up Psalm
129. It said: "GO FORTH AND SEEK, FURTHER UP YOU
WILL FIND GLORY"
Moral of the story: In your job you should always be
well informed or you might miss a great opportunity!

